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straighten me. Indeed, the Messenger of God

…

Maulatuna Fatema SA Khutba after
(God’s blessings upon him!) was taken away,
Rasulullah SA wafaat
while no single person from this community
was claiming restitution from him for an injus-
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a satan

who possesses me. If I get angry,

avoid me, [such that] I do not leave a mark on
your hair and skins. … (one paragraph pious
counsel)

6. FÁÔima bt. MuÎammad
(MuÎammad’s daughter, ÝAlÐ’s wife, d. 11/632)226
Type

Features

religio-political speech; addressed to AbÙ Bakr and his assembly of Companions; arguing for ÝAlÐ’s right to the caliphate and
for her own right to inherit from the Prophet her father the lands
of Fadak; delivered in 11/632.
many QurÞÁnic quotations; archaic vocabulary; strong, rhythmic
parallelism with short sentences and almost no sajÝ; profusion of
camel imagery; some proverbs cited.

"

[Praise of God, blessings on the Prophet]. “A
messenger from among you came to you, [a
man for whom] your suffering is painful; [one
who is] concerned for you; for believers, [a

.

"

225 A literal (and negative) explanation of the word “shayÔÁn” is offered by most
ShÐÝÐs. Ibn AbÐ al-ÍadÐd, a MuÝtazilite Sunni, interprets the “satan” metaphorically as
“anger.” Ñafwat 1933 1:181, n. 2; after Ibn AbÐ al-ÍadÐd, SharÎ Nahj al-balÁgha.
226 ÓayfÙr, BalÁghÁt al-nisÁÞ, 54-8. Two other, similar, versions of the same
khuÔba are provided in ibid., 58-66. In those versions, FÁÔima cites the QurÞÁnic
verse “And Solomon inherited from David” (16:27) in support of her right to inherit
from MuÎammad. Cf. same khuÔba with variants in al-QÁÃÐ al-NuÝmÁn, SharÎ alakhbÁr, 3:35-40.
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man who is] compassionate, merciful.”227—If
you know him, you will find that he is my father, not yours; my cousin [ÝAlÐ]’s brother, not
yours.228
[The Messenger] delivered warning, publicly
announcing his message, blocking the path of
the polytheists, striking their backs, seizing
their necks, crushing the idols, breaking crowns
[of heads]—until he defeated them all and they
[fled] showing their backs; night divested itself
and gave way to morning, pure Truth gleamed
forth, the leader of religion spoke, and the
camel-frothings of the satans subsided. You
were [then] at the lip of the precipice of Hellfire, a draught for the drinker, an opportunity

.

for the covetous, a thing easily grasped by the
speedy, a trampling place for feet; you drank
camel-urinated water and ate leaves; [you
were] lowly, humbled, fearful that the people
around you would swoop down on you.

227
228

QurÞÁn 9:128.
Refers to MuÎammad’s pairing of ÝAlÐ with himself, when he paired
his Companions in twos as “brothers.” Cf. al-QÁÃÐ al-NuÞmÁn, SharÎ al-akhbÁr,
1:193-4.
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Then God saved you through his Messenger,

"

"

“after the small [calamity] and the big one,”229
after [MuÎammad] was tried with [attacks by]

"

"

brave warrior men, Bedouin wolf-bandits, and
unbelieving people of the Book. Each time they
kindled “a fire for battle, he extinguished it.”230
[Whenever] a horn of error appeared, and a
polytheist maw opened wide, he would throw
his brother [ÝAlÐ] into its jaws—[ÝAlÐ] would

.

not return until he had stamped on its ear with
his soles, and dampened its blaze with his
[sword] edge, toiling for God,231 being near to
the Messenger of God, a leader among the
friends of God. [All this,] while you were in
ample circumstances, calm, secure.
Until, when God chose for His Prophet the
abode of His prophets, the thorny tree of hypocrisy appeared, the robe of religion decayed, the anger-suppressing one [ÝUmar? AbÙ
Bakr?] belonging to the covetous evil-mongers
spoke up, the obscure person [AbÙ Bakr] of the

229 Proverb, signifying all sorts of calamities. See its etiology in al-MaydÁnÐ,
MajmaÝ al-amthÁl, 1:92, #440.
230 QurÞÁn 5:64.
231 Literally, “for the essence of God.”
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transient ones emerged, the camel stallion of
the error-mongers bellowed and wagged its
tail232 in your courtyards. Satan raised his head

.

from sleep, shrieking out at you, and he found

.

you quick to answer his call and attentive to his
deception; he aroused you and found you quick
to rise; he toyed with you and found you easy
to anger. So you branded [as your own] camels
that were not yours, and brought them to drink
at a watering hole that was not yours. This,
when the age [of the Prophet] is still recent, the
gash still vast, the wound not yet healed.

"

O haste! You claimed that [your assumption of
leadership] was from fear of dissension. “Lo!

"

Into dissension they have fallen, and Hellfire is
all-encompassing for disbelievers!”233 May
you be thrown far! Where is it that you are go-

"

ing?! How you do lie!—when this, the Book of
God, is before you, its warnings unmistakable,
its proofs bright, its commands clear! Do you
turn away from it in dislike? Or do you judge
by another [book]? “O what an evil exchange

232
233

I.e., being completely at ease.
QurÞÁn 9:49.

".

""
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the oppressors will obtain!”234 “Whosoever
seeks a religion other than Islam, it will not be
accepted from him, and he will be among the
losers in the hereafter.”235
You did not wait even for the boiling [of grief]
to subside,236 “drinking in big gulps while hiding your true intentions, pretending to sip

"

froth,”237 while we forbore your [misconduct,
which was] like the slashing of a dagger. And

"

now you claim that we have no inheritance.
“Do you seek the judgments of the jÁhiliyya?

"

Who is a more favorable judge than God, for

"

those who possess conviction!”238 Woe [to
you] O assembly of Emigrants! Am I to be
stripped of my father’s inheritance?! Is it said
in the Book that you inherit from your father,

"

".

and I do not inherit from mine? “You have
come up with a remarkable lie!”239 Take it
then! Muzzled and saddled, it will meet you on
the day of your resurrection. Then what a good
234
235
236
237

Ibid., 18:50.
Ibid., 3:85.
I.e., after MuÎammadÞs death.
Proverb, said of one who pretends one thing when he means another. Cf.
Lane 1863 (r-gh-w).
238 QurÞÁn 5:50.
239 Ibid., 19:27.
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judge will God be; the leader, MuÎammad; the
meeting-time, the day of reckoning! At the
Hour, the impostors will lose. “For each report
there is an appointed time, and you will indeed
know.”240

7a. ÝAlÐ b. AbÐ ÓÁlib
(MuÎammad’s successor according to Shi’a, 4th Sunni caliph,
d. 40/661)241
Type
Features

sermon of pious counsel about this world and the hereafter,
warning of the nearness of the Reckoning; perhaps part of a Friday khuÔba.
two-fold division, and taÝmÐm baÝda takhÒÐÒ; direct address in beginning and throughout; short sentences; vivid physical imagery; no sajÝ; short sentences, with slightly longer ones interspersed; prescriptive; some antithetical and syntactic parallelism
in last few lines; emphatic structures.

O people! The most fearful thing I fear for you

.

is twofold: following your desires, and lengthy
yearning. As for the following of desire, it stops

.

[you] from Truth. And as for lengthy yearning,
it makes [you] forget the hereafter. Lo! This
world has turned away in speed, and nothing remains of it except for a residue like the residue

.

.

.

in a vessel which a pourer has emptied.
240
241

Ibid., 6:67.
al-RaÃÐ, Nahj al-balÁgha, 116, #42; also in al-MinqarÐ, K. ÑiffÐn; al-MasÝÙdÐ,
MurÙj al-dhahab. Cf. similar khuÔba in al-RaÃÐ, Nahj al-balÁgha, 93-5, #28; also in
al-BÁqillÁnÐ, IÝjÁz al-QurÞÁn; al-JÁÎiÛ, al-BayÁn wa-l-tabyÐn; al-ÍarrÁnÐ, TuÎfat alÝÙqÙl; Ibn ÝAbd Rabbih, al-ÝIqd al-farÐd.

